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1. OVERVIEW

1.1. Abstract

 Communication-based Value Added Service (VAS) is a significant service that is inseparable with the 
daily life of modern people. Therefore, most of the countries manage parts of the communication ser-
vice using permission and control methods and provide service efficiently through multiple operators. 
These authorization and control methods are valid within a single country; however, there are problems 
with proper application to the cross-border communication service.

 Hence, we have found the clue for the solution from the public Internet, which is already extensively 
disrupting existing old and legacy platforms in each and every sector of the industry. In order words, if 
this progressive platform (i.e. Internet) is used, armed with the concept of participation and collabora-
tion, effective sharing and reuse of idle resources, then so-called 'walled garden' problem (closeness) 
might be effectively resolved or at least mitigated, we conclude.

 ROM token is a virtual currency that may be used in the decentralized integrated communication ser-
vice called ROM Platform. ROM Platform service will provide an integrated service through an integrated 
platform of various patents, differentiated technology, contents, and etc. that are acquired by experts, 
who have achieved outcomes in each respective fields for a lengthy period of time. We aim to provide 
more added values by providing various contents and service such as voice, data, communication, 
broadcast, game, shopping, and etc. and operating the idle resources that are within each service.

 ROM Tokens, which are issued through ROM Token sales are used as payment method with ROM Plat-
form. We aim for free trading through various virtual currency exchanges in the future. 
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Precondition for developing and providing comprehensive communication services

Build a horizontal connection 
between an MNO and a user and 
among users through the Internet.

Maximize the use of and share
 comprehensive idle communi-
cation resources of users.

Provide more efficient, open, 
and transparent services by 
integrating technology 

development and innovation.
1Build a horizontal connection between an MNO and a user and 
among users through the Internet. 2Maximize the use of and share comprehensive idle communi-

cation resources of users. 3Provide more efficient, open, and transparent services by 
integrating technology 

development and innovation.
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 Communication service took place as a crucial service that may not be separated with the daily life of 
modern people. In Republic of Korea, the mobile penetration rate compared to population in 2017 is 
122% with each individual already using more than one mobile communication service. It is almost im-
possible to live without using communication service in modern society because it is an era that allows 
voice call to data-based service easily with one smart phone. 

 In most countries, the communications sector is a national industry that involves large scale invest-
ments in equipments and facilities. Therefore, in general, certain part of the communication service is 
managed by the methods of permission and control, and the efficiency of the management is increased 
through a monopolistic company or limited competition between a few telecommunication companies. 
This approach method, centered on management based on permission and control, may be imple-
mented within the single country; however, there are problems can cause unreasonable increase of ser-
vice fee due to the difficult application to the cross-border communication service.

 For example, the international voice roaming service fee of three MNO (Mobile Network Operator) 
within Korea is KRW 1,000/min, which is about ten times of the domestic fee. In contrast to the conven-
tional belief that costs will be higher than domestic telecommunication service due to it being a 
cross-border service, the cost difference between domestic call and international roaming call service is 
virtually negligible in the case of telecommunication companies. With the majority of the telecommuni-
cation services being built on the basis of digital method, the roaming service mutually provides indi
vidual communication network and adopts the method of mutual payment, according to the amount 
used by the customers, through contracts between telecommunication companies of different coun-
tries. Nevertheless, this is not only the situation in the Republic of Korea that thee the voice call service 
fees between countries are abnormally high. In China, the roaming service fees have been imposed sep-
arately for domestic, if they were under long distance, until 2016. The consumers are still imposed with 
high fees even though their costs have decreased significantly by 2017.

 Additionally, the telecommunication service between countries has no suitable standards. Even with 
the same service, not only is there is a common point of usage fee being extremely high compared to 
the domestic fee, but the price standards fixed for each telecommunication company is also very differ-
ent. For example, a Chinese person, who is a customer of China Mobile, visits the Republic of Korea and 
uses the data roaming service, where the daily average fee is CNY 22 (about KRW 4,000). However, if a 
Korean person uses the same amount of data roaming service, then the fee is about KRW 10,000.

1.2. Background
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 Even as most countries have already established digital-based telecommunication facilities, the tele-
communication industry is still taking an excessive amount of profits from cross-border communication 
service. Therefore, we have already found a clue to the solution from the internet, which is already con-
nected extensively throughout the world. In other words, we arrive to the following conclusion. The 
problem in the cross-border communication service may be solved through the internet connection, 
effective sharing and distribution of idle communication resources of individuals, and usage of progres-
sive platform, which integrates these services.

1.2. Background
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 The establishment of wikinomics in the telecommunication industry through participation and collabo-
ration (participative collaborative economy or sharing economy)

 Our goal is to allow anyone to use telecommunication and broadcasting services efficiently on equal 
terms. We oppose the fixation of unequal service provision system of few MNOs that monopolize public 
resources. We hope to establish a resonable and open service system by sharing telecommunication 
and computing resources of each user. 

 We will develop and provide a comprehensive telecommunication service under the following premises.

1. We will establish an equal connection using the internet.
2. We will maximize the use and sharing of comprehensive, idle telecommunication resources that are
     owned by each individual.
3. We will graft technological development and innovation to provide more efficient, transparent, and
     open service.

 We will use di We will use diverse patents and independent technologies to initially resolve the problems of 
cross-border communication service and apply it to the overall telecommunication service in order to 
focus on providing a more improved service. First, idle resources owned by each consumer will be eval-
uated and compensated through virtual currency of 'Single Compensation Assessment System,' to max-
imize the resource sharing between users. Also, we will improve the service system that has not been 
unified between countries, allow the provision of similar services, and provide equally according to the 
'objective amount of usage.' In addition, we will ensure the participants within the service system to use 
the shared resource of Country A as a resource of another type of resource in Country B with the lowest 
conversion fee when used in other areas.

 In the current sharing economy service, it can be seen to have evolved into a different direction from 
the goals and values of the early-stage companies that have implemented the first sharing economy ser-
vice. Through sharing economy, the company that have provided this service have accomplished big 
growth. However, the users that have been the basis of the service, were left unsatisfied and did not re-
ceive reasonable incentives. The sharing economy service providers act as intermediaries between each 
user and the service provider. Since an imbalance occurs from the explosive increase of supply and 
demand, ndemand, new equilibrium prices in the market are disadvantageous to either the supplier or the con-
sumer but not including the intermediaries that profit in either cases. If the intermediaries do not con-
tinuously provide value to both the supplier and consumer through the innovation of service, it is only a 
structure in which either party has to suffer losses. Ultimately, participants in this market share and con-
sume their idle resources but are not able to receive equal compensation.

1.3. Vision and Goal
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 Let's assume that a supplier shares 10 resources. At this time, if the intermediary takes 2 as profit, then 
the consumer has to consume as much as 8. However, if the intermediary creates a value of 120 resourc-
es, which is more than the total of 100, through technical innovation after collecting 10 from each sup-
plier, then the intermediary can receive 20 and the consumer can use 100. In particular, since the exist-
ing MNOs are excessive amount of profits, the effective elimination of intermediate costs can contribute 
significantly to creating new values. A single service alone can not add value through service integr
tion. Therefore, we will provide a variety of services such as voice, data, telecommunication, broadcast-
ing, game, shopping, and etc., while operating idle resources from each service, thereby producing even 
more value.

 We will directly provide various telecommunication services and each telecommunication service will 
create high value through organic integration. Also, we will create added values through continuous ser-
vice development. At the same time, we will maintain partnerships with multiple alliances that are cur-
rently providing service and plan to develop our service system.

 We aim to provide the following services.

1. Hybrid roaming service : call forwarding service using mobile messenger
2. Global data telecommunication service based on Cloud SIM mobile router device
3. Internet TV OTT service for Koreans living overseas
4. VAS through set-top box based home networking : gaming, shopping, advertising, and etc.
5. D-app wallet service

 In addition,  In addition, we will continue our service development and make alliances to make our projects more 
diverse useful in the real world.
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2.1.1 Market Status

 There is a vibrant movement between countries in the modern society. International exchanges are ex-
panding in various forms such as overseas trip, trade, education, immigration, and etc. The demand for 
overseas trip is not only higher than ever, but also continues to increase.

 According to the statistics of the Korea Tourism Organization, the annual number of outbound domes-
tic passengers is 22.38 million people as of 2016. According to the outbound statistics of major South-
east Asian countries, Japan is estimated at 17.11 million, China at 122 million, and Taiwan at 14.5 mil-
lion people (Source: JINTRO, CBTA, Taiwan Tourism Bureau). These are the active users of roaming ser-
vices.

 First, let's look at the case of Republic of Korea. It is known that the overseas roaming service fees of 
MNOs in Korea are about 8 to 10 times higher than the domestic rates. According to the inspection of 
state administration submitted by the Ministry of Science and ICT, the number of overseas roaming ser-
vice used by the Koreans is 13 million with sales of KRW 330 billion. Among them, the number of voice 
roaming service used is 5.37 million and data roaming service is 4.84 million. This means that about 
25% of the total outbound passengers uses voice roaming service, and about 20% uses data roaming 
service.

2.1.2 Introduction of Service and Business Goal

 The roaming service we propose is based on multi-eSim card, which is largely divided into 'voice roam-
ing' and 'data roaming.'

 The Multi-eSim card downloads the SIM card information of several MNOs in other country or regions in 
a single SIM card using OTA (wireless automatic method). No matter where the users go, they can auto-
matically apply a suitable payment plan of the visiting country or region without separate process. They 
can also make payments using pre-existing credit cards, smart phones, or ROM Tokens.

 The voice roaming service that we propose is 'call forwarding service using messenger' and 'VoIP (Inter-
net Phone) service that uses SIP-based softswitch as its core. In simple terms, it is a form that integrates 
the existing voice communication network and VoIP service (For reference, the business introduction 
and Korean Patent No. 10-1797364 of the service are explained in 'Method and System for Call Forward-
ing Using Mobile Messenger').

2.1. Hybrid Roaming Service
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 First, we will provide voice roaming service with a rate of about one-fourth of the amount charged by 
the existing MNOs. Ultimately, we will provide service with a rate that is similar to the domestic rate 
(one-tenth of the current roaming fee). It is possible for current users of voice roaming service, which 
is about 25% of the total passengers, can be expanded up to 100%. Therefore, even if the roaming 
service fee is lowered, the number of users will increase four time in the future. The total sales volume
 is expected to increase more than the current amount.
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2.2.1 Market Status 

 The  The overseas services of Korean broadcasting contents, which was centered around satellite broadcast, 
have evolved into the form of OTT (provides online videos) service such as Netflix along with the gener-
alization of the internet. In particular, Koreans have a strong desire of consuming korean broadcasting 
contents such as drama, news, and etc. There is also a high demand of real-time viewing of Korean 
broadcasting contents among Koreans living in Asia, where the time difference with Korea is about 1 to 
3 hours. There are about 800,000 Koreans living overseas in similar time zone including 125,000 in Viet-
nam, 93,000 in the Philippines, 31,000 in Indonesia, 20,000 in Thailand, 130,000 in nam, 93,000 in the Philippines, 31,000 in Indonesia, 20,000 in Thailand, 130,000 in Australia, and 350,000 
in China. The Chinese Koreans is estimated to be about 2.2 million. We can assume that there are actu-
ally about 3 million consumers of Korean broadcasting contents.

 About 10 companies such as WorldTV and KOVI are currently operating transmission of real-time linear 
channels including KBS, MBC, SBS, and YTN to the Koreans in Southeast Asia, China, and other coun-
tries. In Southeast Asia, there is a maximum of 10,000 subscribers, and China is known to have about 
300,000 subscribers. Not only have the companies mentioned above not acquire legal copyright from 
the Korean broadcasting companies, but also operate their businesses without receiving local transmis-
sion and service licenses. In other words, there are currently no operators that provide legitimate ser
vices in Southeast Asia. Consumers in the region have no choice but to use the services of illegal provid-
ers even if they know the instability of the service. The copyright owners including the Korean broad-
casting stations can not exercise any rights related to the copyright infringement.

2.2.2 Introduction of Service and Business Goal

 Through set-top box, we will provide OTT service, which transmits TV contents to the internet. We 
signed a copyright agreement with content providers such as major Korean broadcasting companies. 
Among similar businesses, we are the only company that has acquired the rights to transmit linear 
channels in Southeast Asia. Therefore, it is possible to provide stable service to the customer and set an 
accurate royalty payment system for the copyright holders. We are currently preparing joint service with 
major broadcasting and telecommunication companies of each country. First, along with the affiliated 
comcompanies including VTC, a Vietnamese national broadcasting company, and Newtaco, we will provide 
Internet TV OTT service to the Korean residents in Vietnam.

2.2. Internet TV OTT Service for Koreans Living Overseas : 
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 The existing OTT service is providing VOD-oriented service rather than real-time channel. This is be-
cause internet communication network is used instead of broadcasting signal like DMB. If real-time 
channels are serviced based on the internet communication network, then multiple views by users 
could overload the server. If there is a sudden increase in the number of subscribers, then the shortage 
of server capacity or bandwidth could over and in turn, paralyze the server. Therefore, it is difficult to 
provide real-time channel service with open Internet streaming service, which is the OTT method. How-
ever, there are specific demands for certain type of video content such as real-time sports lives, news 
programs, and other special real-time lives for special events and performances. This is why VOD only 
service cannot satisfy users' demands. Thus we need linear channel service. IPTV or cable TV service 
(based on broadcast or multicast method) was introduced to mainly catch up with this linear channel 
service. But these services have characteristics of being closed style and thus service coverage limits. 
Whereas, to provide linear channel services in an open Internet environment where only unicast 
mmethod is supported, load balancing solution for off-loading servers' workload is required. Since we 
have our own in-house developed solution called 'RelayCast', which is aiming at load balancing for re-
al-time streaming data traffic, we could provide a stable OTT service based on real-time channels unlike 
other existing OTT services. The RelayCast method can be applied to overseas' Internet service net-
works where IP multicast packets can not traverse, thereby providing a stable real-time streaming service.

 In order to provide such services, the set-top box of each user must be a node and perform the role of 
the server at the same time. In other words, each resource should be shared with other users. We will 
provide to users with a certain amount of ROM Tokens as a compensation for resource sharing.

 Please refer to the business introduction for detailed explanations of this service.
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 Several of our services are based on Android set-top box. The computing power of the Android OS and 
set-top box is highly efficient enough to build home networking and provide diverse services. There are 
already numerous services in the android ecosystem, and services such as games, shopping, and adver-
tising are closely related to the daily life of modern people.

 In the case of games, not only MMORPGs, which show the strength of the Korean developers, but also 
simple board games can be widely serviced. Especially, MMORPG is becoming a place to experience 
unique social life among users as a virtual society is built inside the game. Various methods of service 
through combination of ROM Token and goods obtained during the game such as game money or items 
is also possible.

 On the  On the other hand, overseas direct purchase is now easy, and shopping malls that require international 
delivery is becoming a common trend. Therefore, we will cooperate with home shopping and internet 
shopping malls and lower commission fees for ROM Token to be widely used as a payment method. This 
will bring an opportunity to facilitate economic activities that surpass national borders.

 Als Also, there are diverse advertising services that provide life-friendly information. Exceeding the basic 
function of connecting the advertiser and consumers, we will compensate our users, who are exposed 
to advertisements, with ROM Token to expand the objectivity of advertisement exposures and promote 
accurate advertisement impacts. 
 

2.3. VAS (Value-Added Service) through Set-Top Box based Home 
        Networking : 

2.3.1 Introduction of Service
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2.4. D-app ROM Token Wallet Service

2.4.1 Introduction of Service

 The users automatically receive ROM Token through intentional or unintentional participation while using 
our services. Each individual service is automatically synchronized with the ROM Token wallet, and the 
payment is processed. ROM Token can also work on a unique ethereum-based wallet and can be used as a 
remittance service. All payments and the ROM Token deposits/withdrawals can be made through this wallet 
seservice.

Online contents

Offline contents

ROM
blockchain

ROM Token

D-app
wallet

Smart
pay

통신자원(DATA)

ROM Token Produce & Consumption Process
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2.5. Affiliated Services

2.5.1. TNDN, Traveller Mobile Payment Platform Service

 TNDN, one of the solutions, is a service that allows global payment. Currently, Wechat, a Chinese mobile 
payment service, and Toss, a Korean mobile remittance service, users are able to make payments easily in 
TNDN stores. In addition, they can easily pay through services such as QR codes, P2P, and POS synchroniz-
ing method in about 2,500 TNDN stores, located in the major business districts in Seoul and Jeju.

While While we will provide payment service using ROM Token in the TNDN app, we also plan to support 
ROM Token payment in more offline spaces through continuous service expansion.
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2.6. ROM block chain technology

2.6.1 Decentralized authentication scheme

 Unli Unlike other Internet services, mobile communication service requires 'authentication' to users. Es-
pecially in Korea, MNOs manage their customers through a strict authentication system because most 
of them operate postpaid services according to the usage amount. Basically, the communication ser-
vice itself is to authenticate 'the user's terminal' and then correctly connect to the 'other user's termi-
nal' or the server of a MNO. Therefore, existing mobile communication services focus on user authen-
tication method and authentication information security

 User authentication is a necessary process for mobile communication service, but at the moment of 
authentication, the user is automatically subordinate to a company providing mobile communication 
service. In other words, you must follow the rules or regulations set by your MNO.

2.6.1 Authentication system using ROM block chain technology

 ROM handles user authenti ROM handles user authentication with block-chain technology, rather than using a centralized data-
base. As a starting point of the communication service, ROM pursues a method of authenticating a 
communication terminal, i.e., hardware, not a user. ROM users do not need to expose their personal 
information. Communication services can be used by providing information that can be uniquely 
identified, such as e-mail or a MAC address, in addition to hardware information.

 ROM detours the direct authentication method of the centralized database. That is, it authenticates 
through user grouping using the hardware IMSI code. The processing for each authentication is done 
by grouping several users and cross-validating them. The tagging devices connect the users and 
group the associated authentication data to generate a new hashed key value. Instead of delivering 
the actual value as it is, it generates a new key value, verifies the connection with the external device, 
generates a new key value and send it when the connection verification is completed, thus it does not 
send disend direct authentication data. It just connects each authenticated user and cross-validates them, in 
order to pursue a method which is distributed processing and storing only the total amount of actual-
ly processed data of the session on-off.

Through this, it is possible to handle user device authentication, usage amount tracking and payment 
calculation while completely avoiding the method of validating in the MNO's server. This enables de-
centralized services based purely on data usage, as well as complete free services such as MNO free, 
local free, authentication free and charge free.
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※POINT
 The telecommunication service can be provided only when the user is authenticated. This is because 
the user needs to be known where he or she is located before being made a connection. Actually, 
there is not much difference among the prime costs of telecommunication services whether in China, 
Korea or the US because they are already digitalized. However, MNOs(mobile network operators) 
charge an excessive amount that is more than ten times based solely on the location that the user has 
authenticated. For example, the users who used telecommunication services at a fee of 100 won per 
minute in their own countries pay a fee of 1,000 won per minute when using international roaming 
seservice. ROM project aims to establish a convenient communication environment so that the commu-
nication service can be used in the same condition as the domestic one using the Internet via the 
change of the authentication method with the block chain technology. To enjoy true freedom of tele-
communication beyond the coercive authentication of MNOs, it is what ROM is aiming for. ROM plat-
form provides a free communication environment from the MNOs using a block chain technology. 
This is the same as Ripple's ability to have made all banks escape from prison of 'swift code' in the in-
ternational remittance mark
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2.6.3 Features of ROM block chain service
 Real-time, large-capacity data processing is essential for ROM platform service since it provides 
telecommunication services as a base. Therefore, there is a limit to performance in operating 
the existing POW system. To solve this problem, we will improve the block chain service in two 
parts. One of them is to provide a 'authentication' platform, and the other is a method of effi
ciently constructing block generating and data storage within nodes.

 
 ROM pl ROM platform service is provided through the set-top boxes. That is, the user of ROM set-top box 
is to be a node of ROM block chain. ROM platform service is an open service that anyone can par-
ticipate as a node by purchasing and using a 'ROM set-top box', and also has a feature of private 
service that operates only within a single 'set-top box network'.

 On ROM platform, no one keeps the entire block. Based on the DHT(Distributed Hash Table), it 
has only part of the block chain data that is completely distributed within the set-top box, and it 
distributes the storage of the additional block chain in the same way. It is not necessary for all 
nodes to have copy data. The quantity of copy data is determined to the appropriate number ac-
cording to the tagging dimension of the data. The appropriate quantity is dynamically construct-
ed through the Byzantine algorithm. This allows you to find the data you need, even if you ran-
domly combine any node in 2~3 percent of the total nodes when constructing the actual needed 
data values. Such a scheme is not only efficient in handling the large amount of data at high 
speed when detecting and identifying specific data, but also it is virtually impossible to forge or 
falsify an entire block even if a certain node is attacked. Accordingly, we implement the relaycast 
method of data transmission along with D-CDN technology. This is also a data processing 
method in IPTV provided by our company, and it becomes possible to process large amount of 
data between set-top boxes uniformly in real time.

 Unlike second generation block - chain projects implement the Dapp ecosystem based on smart 
contracts, ROM platform platformizes only authentication itself. It may seem similar to some ex-
isting services, such as Facebook and KakaoTalk, for providing login authentication services 
using OAuth. But on ROM platform, all data relating to that authentication history is recorded in-
cluding the configuration of the tagged site. ROM platform's authentication system aims to 
expand and evolve into a block-chain login platform. The various types of smart contracts that 
can be used after log-in have the scalability that users can freely configure for individual proj-
ects.
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  If a user makes a block on ROM platform, becomes part of a node that efficiently constructs a copy of the 
data, or assumes the role of acting as a tagging node of the login platform, he or she will be provided with 
the coins as compensation. The quantity of coins is kept at a certain level since the coins of the concept of 
commission and the number of newly automatically issued coins are automatically adjusted.
  
 In contrast to the existing POW(proof of work) scheme, which compensates for generating hash values, on 
ROM plROM platform, a user acts as a node, and the node acts as a component responsible for the actual role 
within the entire platform, and is given some coins as compensation depending on the degree of its role. 
We call this C-POW(contributed-proof of work), which, along with the launch of the mainnet, is the main 
proof of ROM platform.
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ROM TOKEN SALE

 
 The service we are proposing allows individual and comprehensive provision. The issued ROM Tokens 
can be received as a price for sharing resources within each service and used as a payment method in 
the system named ROM Platform. In addition, ROM Tokens will be listed on the exchange so that they 
can be freely traded on the world's virtual currency exchange. 

 The ROM Tokens are tokens based on ERC20. The token sale participant can confirm that the ROM 
Tokens have been deposited into his/her wallet within 6 hours after sending the ethereum according to 
the our method (The participation of ROM Token sales can only be through ethereum).

 The ROM  The ROM Tokens issued through pre-sale or crowd sale can not be in the form of equity nor debt securi-
ties, and they do not guarantee any type of profit to the sale participants. However, DDM24 Co., Ltd. 
and Unic TV Limited, who operates the ROM Platform, can allow the Token owners to use the ROM 
Tokens as a payment for service within the platform. Also, it guarantees the agreement between both 
contractors regarding the payment and payment method of Unic TV Limited's affiliated companies.

 On the other hand, as ICO issuance increases internationally, there is a possibility that the regulation 
on ICO by country suddenly occurs or changes. If such a situation arises during the ROM Token sale, we 
may change the country of the main business company or issuance conditions according to the regula-
tions. If there are expected damages to the participants due to regulations, then the information will be 
posted in the website and the damages will be minimized by taking refund measures to the participant.

 Unic TV Limited, a Hong Kong company, supervises the ROM Token sales and is responsible for pay-
ment, management, distribution, and etc. of ROM Token. Unic TV Limited conducts all business in com-
pliance with the laws of Hong Kong. Since the regulations on virtual currency are different, we set a 
principle that the participants obey the condition required by the country of the participant. Also, Unic 
TV Limited may restrict ICO participation in some countries, depending on the nationality or residence 
of the participant.

 ROM Token is issued as a commonly used, virtual currency, and ultimately, it's owners possess the it's 
values, which can be used to pay for ROM Platform and other affiliate service fees. ROM Token holders 
may not claim any rights to the shares of Unic TV Limited and other third parties for the reasons of 
owning tokens. Unless the initial crowd sale is limited or discontinued, the holders may not request 
Unic TV Limited for a refund of the tokens, after being circulated, into cash or other virtual currency for 
any reason including value changes.
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 DDM24 Co., Ltd. is a company that develops and operates the ROM Platform.

This white paper provides an overall market status, an overview of the business details, related technol-
ogies and patents, and introducing the affiliated companies of our business. The business introduction 
of each business gives a detailed explanation through the homepage and other business introduction 
documents. The block chain technology is used throughout the operation of each business, exchange of
 idle resources, payment between countries, and sales verification of copyrighted content. Each partici-
ppant will act as a node that is naturally distributed upon using the service. This enables decentralized 
management and resource sharing and distribution.
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3. ROADMAP

2016 Jun.
Signed a copyright contract for YTN broadcasting contents

Aug. 2016
Signed mutual promotion contract with the Vietnamese VTC IPTV

Nov. 2016
Signed a copyright contract for KBS broadcasting contents

2018 Feb.
Signed a contract with Silver iTV, TV Worknet, FTV, ONT, and Runway TV

Apr. 2018
Signed a payment service contract using blockchain with TNDN
Signed a contract for the DRANGON STAMP “Winning Derby” game publishing

May 2018
Signed a Signed a contract with INDOSAT of Indonesia
Expected to sign a contract with general programming channels, EBS, and 
other broadcasting stations for their broadcasting contents

Jun. 2018
Expected to launch Vietnamese IPTV services
Expected to sign a contract for educational‒industrial cooperation with 
the MMLab of Seoul National University

Jul. 2018Jul. 2018
NHNKCP e-sim based mobile communication service business alliance 
agreement concluded
Expected to launch a Chinese IPTV service
Expected to sign a video tag service contract with Fingerplus

Sep. 2018
Expected to be listed on exchange

OOct. 2018
Expected to start an e-SIM data router service in Indonesia (MVNO)

3Q 2018
Expected to launch IPTV services in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand

4Q 2018
Expected to 'ROM' Holder 'ROM Game' Airdrop
Expected to launch an Australian IPTV service
EExpected to start the e-SIM data router service in other Southeast Asian 
nations (MVNO)

2017 Jan.
Signed a copyright contract for MBC broadcasting contents

Apr. 2017 
Signed a comprehensive contract for the VTC communication 
data roaming service

Dec. 2017
Signed a Signed a copyright contract for Yonhap News TV broadcasting 
contents

2019 1Q
Expected to globally launch a social 
casino game (horse racing, poker, slot, 
go-stop, bingo)

2019 2Q
Expected to launch Dapp, Wallet Service, 
and Smartand Smartpay
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4. OUR TEAM

Jung Woojin
ROM Blockchain Chief of Software 
Development
Lead of Designing Token Architecture
Current Research professor of Hanyang 
University

1994-2002
2005-20132005-2013

1992-1994

1988-1992

Senior researcher of Samsung
Ph.D. in Electrical and Compu-
ter Engineering, Hanyang 
University
Master's Degree in Electrical 
and Computer Engineering, 
HanHanyang University
Bachelor's Degree in Electrical 
and Computer Engineering, 
Hanyang University

Kang Hwanbeom
ROM Blockchain Chief of Hardware 
Development
Current Department Head of Korea 
Radio Promotion Association(RAPA)

2007-2010

2005-2007

2001-20052001-2005

2000-2004

Deputy Department Head 
of Korea Communications 
Agency(KCA)
Developed RFID measuring 
equipments in Agilent Tech-
nologies Korea
RResearcher of Pantech, Deve-
loping CDMA Cellphone
Master's degree in Computer
Science, Korea University

Hee Sub Song
ROM Blockchain CMO (Lead of Devel-
oping Token Economy system)
Current CMO of DDM24

2014-2017

2009-2015
2004-2008

1996-20031996-2003

Korttv Global Inc.
(Korean OTT service in 
Apple TV)
Marketing Director of TBroad
CEO of iTelenix (Subsidiary 
of TBroad)
Hanbit BHanbit Broadcasting (Subsi-
diary of TriGem Computer Inc.

WeiChun Sun(Dan)
ROM Blockchain CMO
Current TNDN co-founder/director,
TNDN china office president
(cross-border payment gateway platform )
international finance / fin-tech specialist

2012-2018Yonsei University economi-
cs BA

Sang Jun Ahn
ROM Blockchain CEO
20 years of experience in computer 
software industry 
Current CTO of DDM24
2001-2015
2000-2003

1994-20001994-2000

1990-1992

1986-1990

TAO Networks CTO/CEO
Mobile-Hands CTO 
(Mobile game joint venture 
with Nexon and LG Telecom)
Ph.D. in Computer Science
University of California Irvine
MaMaster's Degree in Computer 
Science, Seoul National Uni-
versity
Bachelor's Degree in Compu-
ter Science, Seoul National 
University
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Advisors

Additional Stock Holder

Gwon Taegyeong
Currently a full professor of Computer 
Science [Wireless technologies conver-
gence Mobile networks: mobility mana-
gement, peer-to-peer mobility] 
1993-1995

1993-1995

19931993

Ph.D. in Computer Science, 
Seoul National Univ.
Master's Degree in Computer 
Science, Seoul National Univ.
Bachelor's Degree in Computer 
Science, Seoul National Univ.

 

Yong Seub Lee
Current CEO of Rockwon IT
21 years of work experience in Cisco
Business development in the fields of 
IOT, enterprise, public telecommuni-
cation business
Rutgers Business school MBA

Joo Yeong Son
Current Managing Director of 
Rockwon IT
16 years of experience in Cisco
In charge of development and invest-
ment consult in APAC IoT solutions 
Chicago Booth Business School MBA

Bae Dae Hee
Currently Dragon Stamp CEO
2011-2015
2008-2011

Vice President of Playnery
Vice President Gala Lab

Jae Kyeong Song
CEO of XLGAMES
2000-2003

1986-1990

VP of NCSOFT Corporation
Co-founder of Nexon
Bachelor's Degree in Compu-
ter Science, Seoul National 
University

Seok Woo Choi
Director of XLGAMES
Founding member and director of 
NCSOFT Corporation
Head of NCSOFT Japan

1986-1991Bachelor's Degree in Computer 
Science, Seoul National Univ.
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